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Multi Award Winning Chem-Dry Franchise -
Christchurch & Canterbury
With a global presence Chem-Dry has translated real world experiences into invaluable technical
advances in training, continual research aiding product development and defining best practices that
produce outstanding results for their customers. The business first started by providing superior carpet
cleaning services in the 1970's.

The business is now so much more than its origins, having expanded into:

- Fire & smoke restoration

- Flood restoration

- Mould curing

- Bio & chemical hazard

- Police and council

Franchisees are supported by the NZ Master Franchise who provides services and work:

- National call centre

- Negotiates contracted work with insurers

- Assigns work on a territory basis

- Co-ordinates services for large scale incidents

Chem-Dry Garden City & Canterbury

The business has been serving the region for over 38 years of which 28 under the current owner. They
have built an unrivalled reputation with their customers and have recognized 5 times as Chemdry of
the Year.

In todays climate affected world and with the increase in weather events, being able to react and
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relocate equipment and resources is key. The vendor is part of the nationwide response team and is
able to quickly move equipment and resources throughout NZ. The customers are wide and diverse
and include schools, universities, property managers, rest homes and more.

The staff are all fully qualified (CDNZ 5 Star Program, WRT, ASD, Mould testing, Fire & Smoke
restoration). The business consist of:

- 1 Working owner

- 5 Technicians

- 3 Administration

With revenue circa $1,900,000 and net profit margins averaging over 38% and low franchise costs this
is an excellent opportunity for the savvy operator to build upon for growth & profitability. Opportunities
have been identified that a new owner could persue.

Do not miss out on this opportunity, call Steve Smith on 027 6063344 now.
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